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Foreword
The collection of IR (infra red) transmitters in a living room is annoying. It would be desirable to
replace them with one universal device.
A lot of products for that already exist but are not really successful. Drawbacks of many of these
products:
• Complicated to setup, not intuitive button press sequences no display as guide and confirmation
• Battery out. Result: Setup lost
• Huge database but the devices you own are still not listed
• Dependency with some commercial company, program or server
This project tries to make it different and hopefully better.
Instead of developing a new IR device it focuses on using a smart phone or any other device as tablet
PC that has WLAN and a modern web browser. Also this idea is not new various projects exist.

Caution
This project is well working but still under development. It is intended to release all, PCB
design and all software including the one on AVR processor under the Gnu license.
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The concept
The IR transceiver girt (Gnu Infra red Transceiver) has an USB interface to communicate and to get
power. It appears as virtual com-port using a FTDI chip to its connected computer (embedded device
or fully blown PC's). It uses pure line terminated ASCII for the communication. It does not analyze IR
data received, it just passes the wave form in ASCII to the attached host computer. The same applies
also for transmitting.
For the infra red application everything else runs on a web server therefore the smart phones or tablets
need just to open a web page. The web server can run anywhere but the IR transceiver needs to point
toward the devices to be controlled. The smart phone requires to have just a recent web browser (it
must understand SVG, old Microsoft Explorers don't) and connects via WLAN and TCP/IP to the
web server.
The web server must support GCI or FCGI scripts making the connection to the IR transmitting device.
The web server can be a full blown PC as used for a home theater, but also a small embedded device
as http://www.raspberrypi.org/.
A future project could be having both Linux web server and IR transmitter integrated in the same
device and therefore reducing cabling and power supplies.

The IR Transmitter
The newest hardware implementation uses my prototype platform AVRstk http://www.linurs.org/avrstk.html with a ATMEGA328P processor and is called girt (Gnu Infrared Transceiver).

Figure 1. Girt on Avrstk
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Figure 2. Schematics

The software running on the avr has been developed using eclipse juno with the avr plug-in and made
use of gcc-avr-4.8.2. A goal was to write the software in C, making use of a rather bigger microprocessor and use its peripherals as timers and uart and interrupts to get a source code that can be easy maintained and also ported to future microcontrollers.
The source code is girt-0.4.tar.gz and a compiled binary girt-atmega328p-0.4.elf/>
As already mentioned girt acts as a virtual com-port using a FTDI chip and can be observed using a
terminals a gtkterm or miniterm. The baudrate is 19200 and intentionally kept low, to make buffer
overruns on the girt software unlikely.

Figure 3. gtkterm

As can be seen in the terminal, girt used CSV, the first value is the command IRRX means received
IR signal and the second field are the timer values for each signal change.
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Note
Your Linux distribution might restrict access to the com port as /dev/ttyUSB0 to fix that
either work as root su or check what group /dev/ttyUSB0 belongs ls -l /dev/ttyUSB* and
then add yourself to this group usermod -a -G <groupname><username>
The next steps would be converting avrstk into a dedicated girt device using an etched PCB.

IR controller database
The IR signals to be sent out must be known. The program ggrit.py (Gui girt) is used for that purpose.
The program ggirt.py was mainly written as test program to girt, so all kind of options are available.
It is a python3 script creating and maintaining a sqlite database. It has a man page ggirt.html

Figure 4. Ggirt

Using ggirt.py the IR codes of the existing remote controllers can be learned and put into the sqlite
database. After that ggirt.py can be used to send out the codes and check if the devices react.
The recorded key can be edited, either when recorded or later using the edit key command

Figure 5. Edit Key

Especially keys as power up require the infra red signal sent multiple of times until they accept it. This
can be configured by inserting a value different from 0 into the repeat count field.

Note
Inserting 1 into the repeat field means the frame will be repeated once. This results in sending
out totally two frames.
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The space field then gets the time value in between those frames in ms. 0 means send immediately,
100 means wait 0.1s in between.
Since ggirt.py produces the sqlite database /var/db/girttools/girt.db, this database can
also be observed and modified by other tools as sqliteman, sqlitebrowser or just use the database
browser that comes with the gnome database access library libgda.

Figure 6. Sqliteman

Creating the web pages
Web pages need to be created. Any tool could do this, but they can be created also automatically.
The python script girt2html.py creates default html web pages and the necessary javascript files using
the sqlite database as input. It also creates the girt.html file that lists all remote controllers found.
It has a man page girt2html.html
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Figure 7. Automatic created webpage

Those web pages are functional but might not be as nice as it is desired. Any web editing tools can
be use to improve those web pages as taking a photo of a real remote controller and using a image
map to response to key clicks.
The automatically created pages embed directly svg in xhtml. This technique is quite new and therefore
some browsers (as on Android phones) might not draw that correctly. There is no activity planed to
change girt2html.py to improve support for old browsers. On the other hand browsers like firefox
understand svg well and think they are smart by allowing dragging svg subelements around the screen.
To avoid that automatically created web pages overwrite manually made ones, they have filenames that
end with *_auto.html. The program girt2html.py scans its output directory and adds additional
html pages to its list.

Note
It should be noted that everything necessary as the IR signal to be sent is included in the
web pages, so the sqlite database is not used when signals have to be sent. When a button is
pressed the wave form is immediately available and no lookups in the database is necessary.
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Create web page manually
The best is to create first the automatically web page of the remote controller.
Then open it in a xml text editor and save it under a different name. This name will then be the name
of the new web page.
Take a photo of your remote control. The following uses gimp to edit the picture (similar programs
should be able to do the same).
When editing it is good to have a large picture, when done shrink it to fit on a smart phone screen
(height about 500pixels with 72 pixels per inch).

Figure 8. Picture

In gimp go to filters > web > image map to open the image map editor. Mark every button and link
it to the javascript function of the selected button. Don't worry to much about button names and the
java script function name, this needs to be fixed later since gimp image map is a bit limited. Important
is that you mark all buttons nicely to get the coordinate numbers and put something in the javascript
name to associate them to the button commands.When done save it as map file.
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Figure 9. Image map

In the webpage mark the <svg> to the </svg> tag as xml comment. Then copy at the same place where
the svg was the image map file content.
Now check if then javascript calls in the commented svg section match with the ones from the image
map section and adopt the image section.

<rect height="50" onmousedown="send_key(&quot;down&quot;,&quot;Acer&quot;,&quot;

The last check is that you copy the image of the remote controller in the same directory as the web
page or adjust the path.
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Figure 10. Manually created web page

Setting up the web server
The most classic web server on Linux is the powerful apache web server. Currently there is apache2,
the second version of it. But on smaller devices apache2 might be considered as an overkill and a web
server as lighttpd is recommended.
An other big issue is the performance of the CPU. Each time a key is pressed, the web browser must
communicate this to the web server and the web server must react. On a full blown PC with a multi core
CPU a straight forward approach using CGI (Common Gateway Interface) works without noticeable
delay. However a small device as a raspberry PI will get delays of a couple of seconds when pressing
a button. The problem is that when the web browser sends a key event to the web server (using CGI)
the web server must load a python script in its memory including all libraries and then execute the
code. Once done it frees the memory. This is simply too much stress to a small CPU.
The way out is FCGI (FastCGI). The implementation of FCGI is quite different. When the FCGI
enabled web server is started also a python script is started. When the web browser sends a request to
the server, the server can directly pass this request to the already running python script making use a
the FCGI protocol. CGI script do not need any protocol since they simply echo or print their response
to a pipe, whereas FCGI require an implementation of a TCP/IP based protocol. If more than one
FCGI script would need to run, there would be still a single FCGI python script but this script would
require to find out and dispatch the request to the selected script. A FCGI script dispatching those
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FCGI request is called a FCGI server. To not start from zero the python packet flup is used as FCGI
server library. Unfortunately flup is old and its official maintenance stopped when python3 arrived.
Luckily there are some ports to python3 around that girt makes use of.
Devices can access the web server directly using its IP address to not have a DNS setup.
There are many possible web server setups and every setup has again many options. This guide describes two out of them:
• apache2 with CGI, targeted for a big multi-core desktop PC. This setup is targeted to have something that works quickly. But it is not recommended for small embedded Linux devices.
• lighttpd with FCGI, targeted for a small embedded Linux device as Raspberry. However the same
setup could also be applied to a big desktop PC

Apache2 with CGI
Usually the default setting will work well. Advanced setups as having multiple virtual hosts (vhost)
are not discussed here. See http://www.linurs.org/linux/Webserver.html#Apache
Make sure the web server contains a /var/www/localhost/cgi-bin directory and is able to
execute scripts in this directory. As a simple test create a file /var/www/localhost/cgi-bin/
date and give it executable permissions with the following content:
#!/bin/sh
echo Content-type:text/plain
echo
/bin/date
Type something as the following url in your browser http://192.168.1.20/cgi-bin/date and the date
should be returned. If not CGI needs to be fixed on your webserver.

Note
Commonly used locations for CGI scripts are:
/var/www/localhost/cgi-bin
/var/www/localhost/htdocs/cgi-bin
The CGI script send_key.py has to be placed to this location.

Lighttpd with FCGI
Setting up lighttpd with FCGI is more complex than the apache2 CGI setup. Details about lighttps
setup can be found http://www.linurs.org/linux/Networking.html. Important to know is that flup providing the FCGI server for python must be installed.
The FCGI script acting as FCGI server is called fsend_key.py and its default location is /var/www/
localhost/fcgi-bin (or /var/www/localhost/htdocs/fcgi-bin) The web server is
setup-ed in a way that every request to /var/www/localhost/fcgi-bin will be passed to the
FCGI server running in memory and the webserver will not look at the disk at all. The fsend_key.py
could also be on an other location than /var/www/localhost/fcgi-bin. It even could be on
an other physical computer when lighttpd would communicate via TCP/IP.
Testing FCGI is not that easy. Some of lighttpd's config files might be Linux distribution dependent.
To have FCGI support on lighttpd its module needs to be enabled in /etc/lighttpd/
lighttpd.conf
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include "mod_fastcgi.conf"
and in /etc/lighttpd/mod_fastgci.conf to a fastcgi server must be configured as follows:
fastcgi.server += ("/fcgi-bin/" =>
(
(
"socket" => "/tmp/fastcgi.socket",
"bin-path" => "/var/www/localhost/fcgi-bin/hello.py",
"check-local" => "disable",
"max-procs" => 1,
)
)
)
And now the /var/www/localhost/fcgi-bin/hello.py must be created with the following content.
#!/usr/bin/env python3
import sys, os
from flup.server.fcgi import WSGIServer
def app(environ, start_response):
start_response('200 OK', [('Content-Type', 'text/plain')])
return ['Hello World!']
WSGIServer(app).run()
Now lighttpd needs to be restarted. This also depends on the Linux distribution. On Gentoo making
use of OpenRC it is /etc/init.d/lighttpd restart. Now http://localhost/fcgi-bin/hello.py should pop up
hello world.
When the FCGI setup for lighttpd works /etc/lighttpd/mod_fastgci.conf must be reconfigured to point to the FCGI server used by girt this will look as follows:
fastcgi.server += ("/fcgi-bin/" =>
(
(
"socket" => "/tmp/fastcgi.socket",
"bin-path" => "/var/www/localhost/fcgi-bin/fsend_key.py",
"check-local" => "disable",
"max-procs" => 1,
)
)
)
Again lighttpd needs to be restarted to take notice about that change.
Obviously the javascript of girt must me configured that it uses FCGI and not CGI so call girt2html.py
--fcgi
If the web pages are in some subdirectories of the web server than the relative path to the fci-bin
directory must be set girt2html.py --fcgi --fsendkey ../../fcgi-bin/

Link to web pages
The default homepage is /var/www/localhost/htdocs/index.html. The program
girt2html can copy everything under this directory or subdirectory.
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It comes with a simple start page girt.html that can be directly called by a browser. On simple
computers dedicated as IR sender a link can be made to have it as default web page:
ln -s /var/www/localhost/htdocs/girt.html /var/www/localhost/htdocs/index.html
This makes the web pages appear but the to have them functional more needs to be setup on the server.
When a browser downloads a html page, the html page downloads also a javascript. When clicking
on the page the browser executes the code of this javascript and the javascrips sends back over TCP/
IP those events to the server making use of GCI or FCGI.
For the GCI script send_key.py the location is /gci-bin
For the FCGI script fsend_key.py the location is /fcgi-bin
girt2html -i will install the CGI or FCGI script. See girt2html -h for more details as adapting the
destination.

Girt daemon
The CGI or FCGI script needs the permission to write to a named pipe (fifo) to exchange data with
the daemon girtd.py that does the work of sending out the infra red signals.
When started girtd.py creates the named pipe that will appear as girtd.fifo file in the directory
as ls -l shows prw-rw-rw- 1 lindegur users 0 Dec 22 14:56 girtd.fifo . The
p indicates that is not a regular file but it is a named pipe.
The script send_key.py or fsend_key.py will write into this named pipe.
For testing and debugging purposes named pipes can also be dealt with within the console. The named
pipe can be read similar to a file using cat girtd.fifo the only noticeable difference is that it blocks
until something data has been received from the pipe or written to the pipe. Further useful commands
are mkfifo girtd.fifo to create an empty named pipe and finally something as echo Hello > girtd.fifo
to write to the fifo. It might happen that the web server setup causes troubles due to permissions. The
console can be used in this case to locate the trouble.
The next thing is starting the daemon girtd.py. It handles the IR transceiver. After opening the virtual
serial port on the USB as /dev/ttyUSB0 it continuously reads from that pipe and converts it into a
message for the IR transceiver and sends it out. The program girtd.py can be started in the console. The
method to have it started on power up depend on the Linux distribution and system method (SysVinit,
OpenRC, systemd, upstart).
girtd.py has a man page girtd.html

Overview
The following is an overview showing how all parts fit together
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Figure 11. Girt Overview

Installing the SW on native Linux
The software girttools-0.tar.gz is a python3 distutils package (not compatible with python2). It is targeted for Linux only and needs some extra installation work to have it running on the Linux distribution. Those steps are
• Fix package dependency by installing packages as lxml, sqlite (python must be installed with sqlite
support)
• For FCGI support install flup for python3. It is a long story but I ended up with my own patched
flup for python3 version.
An alternative would be using the original old flup for python2 when modifying the
#!/usr/bin/env python3
line in fsend_key.py to
#!/usr/bin/env python2
This requires python2 for flup and python3 for girtd.py be available on the same computer.
• Install manual pages: girt2html.1, doman ggirt.1, doman girtd.1
• Install to /usr/share/girttools the icon favicon.gif
• Install the OpenRC start/stop script girt for the girtd.py daemon

Installing SW on Gentoo Linux
For Gentoo Linux there is a ebuild available via http://www.linurs.local/linux/Overlays.html#Linursoverlaythat does those steps, so emerge girttools.
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Note
If not already done set the sqlite useflag and update python to get sqlite support.
For fcgi set the fcgi use flag.
Those flags don't do anything with girttools but emerge just the missing other packages.
The ebuild does not install the web pages. Check the options girt2html.py --help and then call it as
girt2html.py -i should be the minimum for the first call to have the gci script installed.
Check the options for the daemon girtd.py --help and then call it for the first time as girtd.py -fd to
install the named pipe (fifo) and create debug messages.
The daemon girtd.py needs to be started automatically after boot and uses the OpenRC script /etc/
init.d/girt so do a rc-update add girt default

Background Information
There is the LIRC package http://www.lirc.org/ and some ports to phones, so I planed to make this
project using LIRC. I used LIRC for my home-theater but not for sending but for receiving. However
recently I installed a android app on my phone and a mouse keyboard server on the home theater so
there is no more need to control the home theater using a IR controller.
The next step was using the phone to send out IR signals to control all other equipment, but the phones
have no IR transceiver. First I did very fast promising progress with LIRC on PC's and LIRC apps on
Android, then I spent too much time struggling with the details and finally gave up since:
• The simple LIRC transmitters worked just on about 80% of my devices since they had a jitter in
the IR signal. Linux running on big multi-core processors is not made for bit banging having a
precise timing.
• The more advanced LIRC transmitters are old, outdated documentation or are just commercial products.
• Ports to my android phone (Samsung Galaxy S3) using simple Audio LIRC transmitter failed since
the signal coming out looked as coming out of a low pass filter and therefore way far away from
a clean IR signal.
I tried hard with LIRC but when I had resolved the problems I had to ask myself the question: Why
do I really need LIRC at all and what could I use from LIRC for this project. The also for me sad
conclusion was: Almost nothing from LIRC remained.
For this project I ended up with a new transmitter design. I did not optimize it too much for cost since
I want that I can maintain its code and interfaces and use it also in the future. So I use a virtual com
port on USB with a FTDI chip and a AVR microcontroller programmed in C using GCC. The data
passed is pure line terminated ASCII so the transceiver can be tested and debugged using any terminal
program. Unfortunately the AVR processors are 8bit products and without complicated semaphore
programming to have no troubles with the interrupts some limitations occur. Buffer size is limited to
256Bytes, number of characters per line of ASCII is limited to 256 bytes from and time values can
just be between 0 and 255. An other processor family as the STM32 would help here. However living
with these limitations from the 8bit AVR also the 20% of my devices that I did not manage to control
using LIRC where now under control and for the hobbyist AVR are available in DIL case ready for
breadboarding.
LIRC transmitters got evolutionary developed and had names as uir_man, uirt, uirt2 and usbuirt. I did
a lot of tests with those transceivers documented in the interned using my fast prototyping platform
Elecx http://www.linurs.org/elecx.html. After not really be happy with those transceivers I exchanged
the CPU with a ATMEGA 324P DIL processor and did a complete redesign of the transceiver SW.
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Finally I ported it to my smaller prototype platform AvrStk http://www.linurs.org/avrstk.html using a
ATMEGA328P processor and called it girt (Gnu Infrared Transceiver).
On the sample I had to replace a small Avr with the bigger ATMEGA328P therefore some resin around
the chips is on the photo. I also had no small logic level FET so I took a large FET.
It would be nice to harmonize this project with LIRC or have LIRC supporting girt, however my
interest is to little to give priority to this task.
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